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Abstrat. An in�nite family of homeomorphi, but pairwise non-di�eomorphi

smooth ompat simply-onneted four-dimensional manifolds with the seond Betti

number 2 bounded by the Poinare homology sphere is onstruted. Also it is on-

struted an in�nite family of spheres embedded into CP

2

#2CP

2

suh that eah of

them has only one point where it is not smooth, and they are ambiently homeo-

morphi (via homeomorphisms smooth on some their neighbourhoods), but are not

ambiently di�eomorphi. It is proved that some pairs of topologial logarithmi

transformations, whih hainge smooth type of CP

2

#9CP

2

without hanging its

topologial type, do preserve the smooth type of S

2

� S

2

.

1. Exoti objets

In this paper the word \exoti" means \homeomorphi but not di�eomorphi".

It has been known (sine Moise's work in the early �fties) that suh phenomena

do not our in dimensions < 4. Although in higher dimensions the existene of

exoti objets had been known also for a long time (sine Milnor's exoti 7-spheres,

onstruted in the �fties), in dimension four it had only been disovered in the

eighties. The �rst examples of four-dimensional exoti manifolds were either non

ompat or not simply-onneted. Their onstrution and the proof of non-existene

of a di�eomorphism rely on these properties. On the other hand the spei� e�ets

of dimension 4 seem to appear in the most distilled form for ompat simply-

onneted manifolds without boundary. Examples of this kind of exotia have

appeared reently: Donaldson [D1℄, [D2℄ proved that many well known simply-

onneted ompat omplex algebrai surfaes provide exotia: some of them are

homeomorphi, but not di�eomorphi to eah other, some are homeomorphi, but

not di�eomorphi to orresponding onneted sums of opies of CP

2

, CP

2

, and the

K3-surfae.

For simply-onneted losed 4-manifolds a natural rough measure of their size

and omplexity is the seond Betti number, i.e. the rank of the intersetion form

(this form is the only homeomorphism invariant for manifolds of this type). Now

the lowest known value of the seond Betti number for exoti simply-onneted
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ompat 4-manifolds is 9: Kotshik [K℄ proved that the Barlow surfae (whih

was onstruted by Barlow [B℄ in 1985 and was known to be homeomorphi to

CP

2

#8CP

2

) is not di�eomorphi to CP

2

#8CP

2

. For the next value 10 there

is an in�nite family of homeomorphi, but pairwise not di�eomorphi ompat

simply-onneted omplex algebrai surfaes. These are the Dolgahev surfaes

homeomorphi to CP

2

#9CP

2

.

Four-dimensional objets of another kind, whih an be exoti, are knottings,

i.e. pairs onsisting of a smooth 4-manifold and a smooth 2-submanifold. Finashin,

Krek and Viro [FKV℄ onstruted an in�nite family of homeomorphi but not

di�eomorphi knottings of the onneted sum of g opies of RP

2

in the 4-sphere

for eah g > 9.

2. New exotia

In this work there are no new exoti objets of the two types desribed above

(namely losed manifolds and smooth knottings). The exoti objets onstruted

here are ompat simply-onneted 4-manifolds with non empty boundary,

1

knot-

tings of surfaes in manifolds with boundary and knottings in losed manifold but

with one point of non-smoothness where the surfae is loally knotted with a pre-

sribed loal knot. However these objets have smaller homology and are losely

related to the previous ones. Perhaps they give an opportunity for better under-

standing of the phenomena of being exoti.

Theorem 1. There exists an in�nite family of smooth simply-onneted ompat

4-manifolds V

p;q

where p; q are relatively prime integers suh that:

(1) the boundary of V

p;q

is homeomorphi to the Poinare homology sphere,

(2) the intersetion form of V

p;q

is isomorphi to < +1 > + < �1 >,

(3) if p = r = 2 and q 6= s, then the manifolds V

p;q

and V

r;s

are not di�eomor-

phi,

(4) all the V

p;q

are homeomorphi.

Theorem 2. There exists an in�nite family of subsets S

p

of CP

2

#2CP

2

with p

any integer > 1 suh that:

(1) S

p

is homeomorphi to the 2-sphere,

(2) S

p

has only one point where it is not a smooth submanifold,

(3) at its singular point S

p

is loally knotted as a one over the trefoil knot,

(4) S

p

has the self-intersetion number -1,

(5) for any p; q there exists a homeomorphism of CP

2

#2CP

2

whih is smooth

on some neighbourhood of S

p

and sends S

p

onto S

q

,

(6) for p 6= q there is no di�eomorphism of CP

2

#2CP

2

mapping S

p

onto S

q

,

(7) the omplement of an open regular neighbourhood of S

p

in CP

2

#2CP

2

is

di�eomorphi to the manifold V

2;2p+1

of Theorem 1.

Theorem 1 will be proved in Setion 4 and Theorem 2 in Setion 9.

Remark. Removing a small 4-ball entered at the singular point of S

p

, one obtains

an obvious reformulation of Theorem 2 for smooth knottings, but in the manifold

with boundary.

1

Added in proof R.Gompf informed me that he had onstruted a family of exoti manifolds

ontaining the manifolds V

p;q

whih are onstruted below. S.Akbulut sent me his preprint where

he onstruted exoti manifolds with boundary having even smaller Betti numbers than V

p;q

.
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3. Topologial logarithmi transformations

The Dolgahev surfaes mentioned above are obtained from eah other (and

in partiular from CP

2

#9CP

2

) by onstrutions belonging to algebrai geometry

in nature. These onstrutions are alled Kodaira logarithmi transformations.

From the topologial point of view ( i.e. ignoring omplex algebrai strutures)

this transformation is a regluing of a tubular neighbourhood of a torus smoothly

embedded into the manifold whih is the objet of the transformation.

Consider more arefully this topologial version of the Kodaira logarithmi trans-

formation. Let X be a smooth 4-manifold, T a smooth submanifold of X home-

omorphi to the 2-torus. Let T have trivial normal bundle. Let U be a tubular

neighbourhood of T . Fix some trivialization

� : S

1

� S

1

�D

2

! U

of U . Let j; k; l;m be integers with jm� kl = 1. Denote by h the di�eomorphism

of the boundary of U de�ned by

h(�(x; y; z)) = �(x; y

j

z

k

; y

l

z

m

)

Denote by Y the 4-manifold obtained from X � Int(U) and U by gluing by h. It

is alled the result of the topologial logarithmi transformation of X along T with

multipliity m. To de�ne Y up to di�eomorphism, it is suÆient to �x X , T , �,

m, k and the homology lass d of the irle �(1 � (irle) � 0) in T . The integer

k is alled the supplementary multipliity and d the diretion of the logarithmi

transformation.

The Dolgahev surfaes are organized into families D

p;q

with p; q relatively prime

numbers (there are also families D

p;q

with g::d:(p; q) > 1, but they onsist of non

simply-onneted manifolds, and we will not onsider them). The D

1;1

-surfaes are

di�eomorphi to CP

2

#9CP

2

. The homology lass in CP

2

#9CP

2

with oordinates

(3; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1) in the natural basis has the zero self-intersetion number and

is realized naturally by a smoothly embedded torus. The D

p;q

-surfaes are obtained

from CP

2

#9CP

2

by pairs of logarithmi transformations with multipliities p and

q respetively along a pair of disjoint tori smoothly isotopi to the torus above. As

it was proved by Friedman and Morgan [FM℄, if p = r = 2 and q 6= s, then no

D

p;q

-surfae is di�eomorphi to a D

r;s

-surfae.

If one takes a simply-onneted smooth 4-manifoldX with a smoothly embedded

torus T with T ÆT = 0 and if the omplement of T in X is simply-onneted then a

pair of topologial logarithmi transformations with relatively prime multipliities

p, q along T and some non zero setion of its tubular neighbourhood gives a new

smooth 4-manifold, whih is simply-onneted. Varying the supplementary multi-

pliities and diretions of the transformations, the result of the transformations an

be made homeomorphi to X .

For X in this onstrution one an take a 4-manifold with the seond Betti

number onsiderably smaller than 10. In fat one an take for X the manifolds

S

2

�S

2

and CP

2

#C P

2

with the seond Betti number 2. But it is unknown whether

this gives exotia or not. Unfortunately the proofs in the ase of the Dolgahev

surfaes rely heavily on methods of algebrai geometry and hene on the fat that

the manifolds under onsideration are omplex algebrai surfaes. For X with the

seond Betti number < 10 the transformations an not be done respeting any
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omplex analyti struture and there is no obvious way for introduing suh a

struture in the result of the transformations.

The Finashin - Krek - Viro exoti knottings mentioned above are losely re-

lated with the Dolgahev surfaes. Namely they are obtained as a pair ( orbit

spae, �xed point set ) for some antiholomorphi involutions ating in Dolgahev

surfaes. These involutions appear sine the logarithmi transformations an be

done equivariantly with respet to the standard omplex onjugation involution

of CP

2

#9CP

2

. The orresponding transformation of the pair (orbit spae, �xed

point set) is the knotting onstrution of Finashin - Krek - Viro [FKV℄. The ex-

oti knottings of [FKV℄ are obtained from eah other by suh onstrutions. The

onstrutions an be applied in onsiderably simpler situations. But as in the ase

of manifolds there is no proof of non existene of di�eomorphisms. Thus we have

onstrutions, whih at least sometimes give exoti objets. This work appeared

as a result of attempts to investigate e�ets of these onstrutions in some other

ases.

4. Manifolds V

p;q

All the manifolds V

p;q

are obtained from V

1;1

by pairs of topologial logarithmi

transformations. Thus let us begin with onstruting V

1;1

. It is a regular neigh-

bourhood of the 2-dimensional CW -omplex K whih is a wedge sum of a 2-sphere

S and a torus R with two dis membranes P , Q, spanning a meridian and a lon-

gitude of R. S and R are smoothly embedded into V

1;1

with the self-intersetion

numbers S ÆS = �1, R ÆR = 0, they have exatly one ommon point and interset

eah other transversally. The membranes P and Q are also smooth, have indies

-1, have only one ommon point (on their boundaries) and are pairwise transversal.

They do not meet S and meet R only along their boundaries. These properties

determine V

1;1

up to di�eomorphism. This manifold was onstruted by Matumoto

[M℄ and Guillou and Marin [GM, Appendie D, p.47℄. They proved that it admits

a smooth embedding into CP

2

#9CP

2

whih maps R to one of the usual repre-

sentatives of the lass (3; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1). They also proved that the losure

of the omplement of the image of this embedding an be obtained by plumbing

aording to the graph E

8

weighted by -2, and therefore the boundary of V

1;1

is

homeomorphi to the Poinare homology sphere.

To onstrut V

p;q

take R and a non-zero setion R

0

of its tubular neighbourhood

and make the pair of topologial logarithmi transformations of V

1;1

along R and

R

0

of multipliities p, q, supplementary multipliities 1, 1 and with oiniding (in

the obvious sense) diretions.

The Matumoto - Guillou - Marin embedding of V

1;1

into CP

2

#9CP

2

gives ob-

viously an embedding of V

p;q

into one of the simplest D

p;q

-surfaes. The losure

of the omplement of the image of this embedding does not depend on p, q sine

it is the same plumbing. Thus the D

p;q

-surfae is presented as a result of gluing

of V

p;q

and this onstant part independent of p, q. As it was proved by Boileau

and Otal [BO℄, any two homeomorphisms of the Poinare homology sphere are iso-

topi. Therefore the result of gluing is determined up to di�eomorphism by the

parts whih are glued. Thus the assertion (3) of Theorem 1 above follows from the

known results on di�eomorphism types of the Dolgahev surfaes stated above.

To �nish o� the proof of Theorem 1, note that assertion (2) follows immediately

from the onstrution of V

p;q

and (4) follows from (2), (1) and triviality of the
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fundamental group of V

p;q

by the homeomorphism lassi�ation of ompat simply-

onneted 4-manifolds bounded by homology spheres. This lassi�ation theorem

is essentially due to Freedman [F℄, see Vogel [V℄ and Boyer [Br℄.

5. Inative topologial logarithmi transformations

The known results on the Dolgahev surfaes and Theorem 1 show that some-

times a pair of topologial logarithmi transformations an hange the di�erential

type of a 4-manifold without hanging its topologial type. Here is a result in the

opposite diretion.

Theorem 3. Let T be a torus smoothly embedded in S

2

� S

2

and obtained by

adding a trivial handle to a �bre S

2

� (pt), and T

0

a non-zero setion of a tubular

neighbourhood of T . For any relatively prime p, q let Y be the result of the pair of

topologial logarithmi transformations of S

2

�S

2

along T and T

0

with multipliities

p and q, supplementary multipliities 1 and 1 and diretions being along the handle

adjoined to the S

2

� (pt) to form T . Then Y is di�eomorphi to the S

2

� S

2

.

Note that the same pair of the topologial logarithmi transformations hanges

the di�erential types of CP

2

#9CP

2

and V

1;1

without hanging their topologial

types.

This theorem has an analog (Theorem 4 below) for knottings, sine everything

in it an be taken to be invariant with respet to the involution whih ats in eah

fator of S

2

� S

2

as the reetion in a plane. That involution an be interpreted

as the non-identity overing transformation of the two-fold overing of the 4-sphere

branhed over the standardly embedded torus. Thus the ounterpart of Theorem 3

states that some Finashin - Krek - Viro knotting onstrution does not hange the

smooth type of the torus standardly embedded into the 4-sphere. In fat a speial

ase of Theorem 3 had been obtained in the �rst version of this paper as a orollary

of Theorem 4 below. The proof of Theorem 3 presented below uses a result by

Moishezon [Mo℄ instead (this result had been pointed out to me by Gompf).

6. Knotting along an almost dis annulus membrane

Now I reall the Finashin-Krek-Viro knotting onstrution from [FKV℄. Let X

be a smooth 4-manifold and F a smooth losed 2-submanifold of X . Let M be

a smooth annulus membrane in X on F interseting F only along the boundary

and having index zero. In other words, M is a smooth 2-submanifold of X home-

omorphi to an annulus and having a regular neighbourhood N in X suh that

there exists a di�eomorphism f : N ! S

1

�D

3

mapping the intersetion of N and

F onto S

1

� (0-tangle), where the 0-tangle is a pair of segments unknotted and

unlinked in D

3

. For any relatively prime p, q denote by K(F;M; f; p; q) the new

submanifold of X obtained from F by replaing the 0-tangle by the sum of (1=p)-

and (1=q)-tangles.

In Theorem 3 eah of the tori whih are the ores of the topologial logarithmi

transformations is obtained from an embedded sphere by an embedded surgery

of index 1. Consider orresponding knotting onstrutions. Let F be again a

smooth losed 2-submanifolds of a smooth 4-manifold X and let D be a smooth

dis membrane in X on F with zero index. Let C be a produt D

2

� [0; 1℄ smoothly

embedded into X in suh a way that its intersetion with D is the image of D

2

� 0

and lies near the enter of D and its intersetion with F is the image of D

2

� 1.
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0-tangle

p q

(1/  )-tangle + (1/  )-tanglep q

Figure 1

Denote by Z the image of �D

2

� [0; 1℄. Denote by M an annulus membrane on F

obtained from the union of Z and Dr (image of D

2

� 0) by smoothing the orner

along the image of S

1

� 0.

In this situation the knotting onstrution along M an be deomposed (up to

di�eomorphism) into some knotting onstrution along D (or, more preisely, a

kind of embedded knotted surgery of index 2 or 0) and an embedded surgery of

index 1 along C. The knotting along D is also a omposition: �rst, it reates a

new unknotted 2-sphere near the enter of D interseted D in a irle and adjoins

it to F (i.e. makes an embedded surgery of index 0 of F ), and seond, it makes the

knotting onstrution along the annulus whih is the part of D between the new

sphere and the old F . Without this seond step, the �rst 0-surgery would anel

with the subsequent 1-surgery. The isotopy making this anellation moves the

result of the omposition of the knotting along D and the 1-surgery into the result

of the knotting along M .

7. Knotting the standard torus in the 4-sphere

The torus T standardly embedded into the 4-sphere an be onsidered as the

trae of an unknotted irle lying in a 3-hemisphere under rotation of this 3-

hemisphere around its boundary i.e. around the 3-spae interseting the 4-sphere

in this boundary (the trae of the whole 3-hemisphere under this rotation is just the

4-sphere). Let D be a dis traed by an unknotted ar onneting a point on the

irle and a point P on the boundary of the 3-hemisphere under the same rotation.

It is a dis membrane on T with index 0.

The knottings along it of the type desribed in the preeding setion give the

Artin spun-knots and links, i.e. 2-knots and 2-links whih are traes of sets of

ars and irles under the rotation above. Atually, the 0-surgery an be presented

as the result of adding a small unknotted ar with the end-points near P on the

boundary of the 3-hemisphere to the rotating irle traing T . The subsequent

knotting onstrution along an annulus membrane is equivalent to inserting the

tangle whih de�nes this knotting into the 3-hemisphere between the irle and the

ar to join them, see the piture:

It is lear that if the inserting tangle is a sum of (1=p)-tangle and (1=q)-tangle

with odd p+q then the result is the 2-knot obtained by the Artin onstrution

applied to the torus (p+ q; 2)-knot. In the ase of q = 1� p, sine this torus knot

is the unknot, the result of the knotting along D of the standardly embedded torus

T is an unknotted 2-sphere.
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P P

Figure 2

Theorem 4. Let T and D be the simplest torus embedded into the 4-sphere and

dis membrane on it as above, let M be any annulus membrane obtained from D

in the way desribed in Setion 6 above and f be an appropriate trivialization of its

regular neighbourhood. Then K(T;M; f; p; 1� p) is smoothly isotopi to T .

Proof. As it was shown in Setion 6 the knotting along M is the omposition of

the knotting along D and the subsequent 1-surgery. As it was shown above, the

�rst one gives the 2-unknot. The seond is unique up to di�eomorphism sine it

preserves the orientation and any two ars whih an be ores of suh a surgery

are isotopi (beause their interiors, lying in the omplement of the 2-unknot, are

homotopi). It is lear that the simplest of suh 1-surgeries gives a torus smoothly

isotopi to T .

Thus the Finashin - Krek - Viro knotting onstrution applied to the torus

standardly embedded into the 4-sphere and the simplest annulus membrane with

zero index gives a torus of the same smooth isotopy lass, if the knotting tangle is

the sum of 1=p-tangle and (1=1�p)-tangle. Note that the same knotting tangles in

the ase of the onneted sum of 10 opies of RP

2

give exoti knottings, see [FKV℄.

8. Proof of Theorem 3

The manifold Y of Theorem 3 is the 2-fold overing spae of the 4-sphere

branhed over the torus whih is obtained from the standardly embedded torus

by the surgeries desribed in the preeding setion. Sine the 2-fold overing spae

of the 3-sphere branhed over the torus (p+q; 2)-link is the lens spae L(p+q; 1), the

2-fold overing spae of the 4-sphere branhed over link, whih is obtained from the

(p+ q; 2)-torus link by the Artin onstrution, is di�eomorphi to L(p+ q; 1)� S

1

surgered along pt � S

1

. This 2-dimensional link is transformed into the torus

K(T;M; f; p; q) by a surgery of index 1. The orresponding surgery of index 2 of

the 2-fold branhed overing gives Y . Thus Y an be obtained from L(p+q; 1)�S

1

by two surgeries of index 2, one of whih is along pt � S

1

. Sine Y is simply-

onneted and spin (the latter follows from orientability of the branh lous), then

it is di�eomorphi to S

2

� S

2

, as Moishezon has proved [ Mo, Lemma 13, p. 208 ℄.

9. Proof of Theorem 2

Lemma 1. If X is a smooth 4-manifold with boundary obtained by adjoining sev-

eral 2-handles to the 4-ball, then the double of it (i.e. the result of gluing two opies

of X by the identity map of the boundary) is di�eomorphi to a onneted sum of

several opies of S

2

� S

2

or CP

2

#CP

2

.
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Proof. The natural framed link presentation of the double of X is obtained from a

framed link presentation of X by adding new omponents with zero framing whih

are meridians of omponents of the previous part of the link, one meridian for eah

omponent. By isotopies and adding of these new omponents to the old ones it is

easy to make the old omponents to be unknotted and unlinked. After these moves

the new omponents have indies 0 and are meridians of the old ones as before.

Now the link beomes a disjoint sum of the Hopf links. It is well known that the

Hopf link with framing, whih is 0 on one of the omponents determines S

2

� S

2

or CP

2

#CP

2

depending on the framing of the other omponent. �

It is well known that the Poinare homology sphere bounds a ompat simply

onneted 4-manifold with the seond Betti number 1. This manifold is obtained

for example as a result of adjoining of one 2-handle to the 4-ball along a trefoil knot

with framing 1. Denote this manifold by W . It an be presented also as a regular

neighbourhood of a smoothly embedded torus J together with two dis membranes

spanning meridian and longitude where the torus has self-intersetion +1 and the

membranes have indies -1. Cf. [M℄ and [GM℄. It is lear that V

1;1

is obtained from

W by one blow up and that W ontains a deformation retrat homeomorphi to the

2-sphere and smoothly embedded everywhere exept at a point where it is loally

knotted as a one over trefoil. This deformation retrat an easily be seen in the

�rst presentation of W : it is the union of a ore of the 2-handle and a one over

the boundary of the ore with the enter inside the 4-ball. Denote it by S.

Lemma 2. The 4-manifold obtained by gluing the manifolds V

1;1

and �W by

the identity map of the boundary Poinare homology sphere is di�eomorphi to

CP

2

#2CP

2

.

Proof. Sine W is not a Spin-manifold, its double is not Spin too. Therefore by

Lemma 1, the double of W is di�eomorphi to CP

2

#CP

2

. Now the result follows

from the fat that V

1;1

an be obtained from W by a blow up (i.e. by adding

CP

2

). �

Lemma 3. There exists a smooth embedding of the omplement of a point in S

2

�

S

2

into the result of gluing of V

1;1

and �W along the boundary suh that a torus

obtained from a �ber S

2

�pt by adding a trivial handle is mapped by this embedding

onto the torus R in V

1;1

.

Proof. The omplement of a point in S

2

� S

2

is a regular neighbourhood of the

bouquet of S

2

�pt and pt�S

2

. A tubular neighbourhood of S

2

�pt an be obtained

from a tubular neighbourhood of the torus T whih is the �bre S

2

�pt with a small

trivial handle adjoined by adding a tubular neighbourhoods of the small membranes

spanning a meridian and a longitude of the handle. The indies of these membranes

are zero. Thus the omplement of a point in S

2

�S

2

an be presented as a regular

neighbourhood of the two- dimensional CW -omplex whih is a bouquet sum of a

2-sphere D and a torus C with two dis membranes A and B spanning meridian

and longitude of C. Eah of A, B, C, D is smoothly embedded, C and D have

exatly one ommon point and are pairwise transversal, A, B have exatly one

ommon point (on their boundaries) and interset at this point transversally, all

the self-intersetions and indies are 0. The membranes A, B do not interset

D and interset C only along their boundaries. These properties of A, B, C, D

determine a regular neighbourhood of their union up to di�eomorphism. Thus to
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de�ne a smooth embedding of the omplement of a point in S

2

� S

2

into some 4-

manifold (up to smooth isotopy) it is suÆient to �nd in this manifold a olletion

of embedded surfaes with these properties.

To onstrut the desired embedding, one should take the torus R for C. ForD let

us take a sphere H whih is the union of a �bre of the tubular neighbourhood of R

in V

1;1

and the orresponding �bre of the tubular neighbourhood of J in W . (Now

we onsider the tubular neighbourhoods whih partiipate in the onstruting V

1;1

and W above; their boundaries interset with the boundaries of V

1;1

and W .) The

membranes P and Q (see the onstrution of V

1;1

in Setion 4) an not be taken

for A and B, sine the indies of P , Q are -1. To make an appropriate membranes,

let us take two disjoint non-zero setion H

0

and H

00

of the tubular neighbourhood

of H (remember H Æ H = 0), produe two dis membranes from H

0

and H

00

by

attening small diss on H

0

and H

00

to R in suh a way that the indies of the

new membranes be +1 (there are two ways of the attening - one gives index +1,

the other one -1, see [R℄), and then add the new membranes by onneted sums

along the boundary to P and Q . It is easy to hek that the resulting membranes,

together with R and H satisfy all the onditions posed above on A, B, C, D. �

Lemma 4.

2

For any relatively prime p, q the 4-manifold obtained by gluing the

manifolds V

p;q

and �W by the identity map of the boundary Poinare homology

sphere is di�eomorphi to CP

2

#2CP

2

.

Proof. The result of gluing of V

p;q

and �W is obtained from the result of gluing of

V

1;1

and �W by a pair of topologial logarithmi transformations along two torus

losed to R. By Lemma 3 these transformations are produed in an embedded

puntured S

2

� S

2

in suh a way that by Theorem 3 they do not hange the

smooth type of it. Thus the results of gluing of V

p;q

and �W is di�eomorphi to

the result of gluing of V

1;1

and �W . The latter is di�eomorphi to CP

2

#2CP

2

by

Lemma 2. �

To �nish the proof of Theorem 2, denote by S

p

the image of the sphere S (re-

member that it is a deformation retrat of W ) under the di�eomorphism of the

result of gluing of V

p;q

and �W onto CP

2

#2CP

2

. The assertions (1)-(4) and (7)

are the straightforward onsequenes of the onstrution of S

p

. The assertions (5)

and (6) follow from the assertions (4) and (3) of Theorem 1 respetively.
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